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Automated Isolation of Translational Efficiency
Bias That Resists the Confounding Effect

of GC(AT)-Content
Douglas W. Raiford, Dan E. Krane, Travis E. Doom, and Michael L. Raymer

Abstract—Genomic sequencing projects are an abundant source of information for biological studies ranging from the molecular to

the ecological in scale; however, much of the information present may yet be hidden from casual analysis. One such information

domain, trends in codon usage, can provide a wealth of information about an organism’s genes and their expression. Degeneracy in

the genetic code allows more than one triplet codon to code for the same amino acid, and usage of these codons is often biased such

that one or more of these synonymous codons are preferred. Detection of this bias is an important tool in the analysis of genomic data,

particularly as a predictor of gene expressivity. Methods for identifying codon usage bias in genomic data that rely solely on genomic

sequence data are susceptible to being confounded by the presence of several factors simultaneously influencing codon selection.

Presented here is a new technique for removing the effects of one of the more common confounding factors, GC(AT)-content, and of

visualizing the search-space for codon usage bias through the use of a solution landscape. This technique successfully isolates

expressivity-related codon usage trends, using only genomic sequence information, where other techniques fail due to the presence of

GC(AT)-content confounding influences.

Index Terms—Codon usage bias, GC-content, strand bias, translational efficiency.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MOST molecular evolutionary analyses presume that the
principal factor upon which natural selection acts is

the drive for specific, functional, and stable proteins. Thus,
selective pressure driving genomic change acts, predomi-
nantly, at the level of the translated amino acid. However,
selection also acts at a much finer scale, driving the
selection of individual nucleotides, even when the changes
induced have no direct consequence to the protein product
of a gene [1], [2]. Some of the forces that have been
suggested include translational efficiency [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], and mutational forces that introduce biased GC-content
[8], [9], [10] or biased strand content (replication induced
increased Gþ T concentration on the leading strand) [10],
[11]. Additionally, genes introduced into a genome through
horizontal gene transfer (HGT) will retain the bias
composition of the source organism until the process of
amelioration causes the genes to conform to the target
genome’s codon usage bias [12]. Analysis of codon usage

can help determine which genes are candidates for having
been horizontally transferred [13].

The primary selective advantage enjoyed by genes
exhibiting a bias that promotes translational efficiency is
imparted by the preferential usage of codons associated
with more abundant tRNAs [5], [14]. Because highly
expressed genes tend to adhere more closely to this bias
[4], [6], adherence can be used as a predictor of expressivity.
Use of these preferred codons also results in the realization
of an additional benefit—an increase in the accuracy of
translation [15].

In some cases, multiple biases can coexist within
an organism’s genome [9], [10]. When this occurs, the
translation-driven codon usage bias (if it exists) can be
obscured, making gene expression levels difficult to predict.
Several approaches have been employed to identify and
measure codon usage biases [5], [8], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20].
Some methods, such as Sharp and Li’s codon adaptation
index [19], require prior knowledge of a set of genes known
to be highly expressed. Others, such as the one put forward
by Carbone et al. [20] (a purely algorithmic method of
determining codon adaptation index), attempt to identify
the bias using coding sequence information only. In cases
where the intent is to identify the bias associated with
translational efficiency, algorithms that take the latter
approach (using sequence information only) can be con-
founded by other biases that exist within the target genome
(e.g., GC or strand bias) [10], [20], [21].

We present a new technique for visualizing the search-
space for codon usage bias along with an automated
procedure for isolating the translational efficiency bias that
resists the confounding effects of GC(AT)-content bias.
Following the description of how to generate the visualiza-
tion of the search-space, we present a new technique for
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removing the effects of GC(AT)-content (confounding bias)
that can be implemented using genomic sequence informa-
tion only. The efficacy of our method is demonstrated in
Section 3 where we present the outcome of our approach to
isolating translational efficiency bias in organisms pre-
viously shown to be confounded by highly skewed
GC(AT)-content [10]. The technique is compared to tradi-
tional methods of calculating CAI by examining how they
correlate with expression data as determined by microarray
experimentation. Additionally, we provide new results on
organisms previously shown to lack confounding factors
[10] in order to demonstrate that the our approach is
effective under nonconfounded conditions as well.

2 METHODS

2.1 Codon Usage Bias

The Sharp and Li codon adaptation index measurement [19]
assigns a value known as the relative adaptiveness (or
weight) to each codon. The weight for each codon is derived
from the set of genes that is determined experimentally to
be the most highly expressed genes of the genome. This is
known as the reference set. The weight for each codon is
determined by normalizing the count for that codon in the
reference set by the count of its maximal sibling (codon with
the maximum count within the same synonymous codon
family). A geometric mean is taken of the weights
associated with the codons in a gene to calculate its CAI.

Carbone et al. removed the need for prior knowledge of
gene expressivity from the CAI calculation process [20].
Theirs is a two-step approach that works first to identify the
reference set of genes (using a greedy algorithmic approach)
and then calculates the CAI score for each gene based upon
this reference set. Identification of the reference set is
performed by assigning a precise mathematical definition
to reference set membership and then searching for the
genes that match this definition. Carbone et al. define a
reference set as a small set of genes (�1 percent of genome)
characterizing a bias to which its (the reference set’s)
adherence is stronger than all other genes in the genome.
The search algorithm (for the reference set) is iterative in
nature, beginning with the entire genome as the reference set
and iterating until a reference set of approximately 1 percent
is achieved. To prevent confusion, when the term CAI is
used it will be in reference to values derived using the
traditional Sharp and Li approach. When the Carbone et al.
method is utilized we will employ the terminology “self-
consistent codon index (SCCI),” as described in [22]. Self-
consistency refers to the definitional condition that the
identified reference set adhere more strongly to the bias
(which the reference set itself defines, hence self-consistent)
than all other genes in the genome.

The SCCI algorithm described above is designed to
isolate the dominant bias within a genome. The dominant
bias is not necessarily driven by translational efficiency. A
major contribution of this work is to provide a technique
(modified SCCI—mSCCI) that specifically searches for
translational efficiency bias while preserving the algor-
ithm’s independence from the need for prior knowledge of
a set of highly expressed genes. Before examining this

resolution, we introduce two visualization techniques: one
to demonstrate that multiple biases can coexist in a genome
and that the SCCI algorithm finds the dominant one, and
another technique for observing where in the codon usage
space good solutions to the search for self-consistent
reference sets can be found.

2.2 Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

Using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [23], the
59D frequency (relative synonymous codon usage or RSCU
[24]) vectors for the genes (64 codons less start, stop, and the
two amino acids with only one codon) can be reduced to
two dimensions. Fig. 1 illustrates how PCA can be used to
depict the possible presence of confounding biases.
The figure reveals that the dominant bias (in this case,
AT-content) may overshadow translational efficiency bias.
While the resulting 2D space shows the relationship among
genes in terms of their codon usage, this 2D projection does
not facilitate recognition of where good solutions to the
search for reference sets reside. A more direct visualization
of competing biases can be realized by extending this space
into a third dimension that is based on the quality of
reference sets in the specified region of codon usage. The
resulting 3D space can be viewed as a reference set quality
landscape, or RSQ landscape.

2.3 RSQ Landscape

In order to build this RSQ landscape, proposed reference
sets representative of biases in different regions of the PCA-
derived 2D codon usage plots are generated by gathering
the nearest neighbors to each gene into discrete reference
sets. This is accomplished by first determining the
euclidean distance between the RSCU vector of each gene
and that of every other gene. Once these distances are
computed, a set of local neighbors is constructed for each
gene. This set consists of the 1 percent of genes nearest to
the gene in question based on the RSCU distance. The RSQ
landscape is assembled by determining a quality score for
each gene’s neighboring set and using this as a value in the
third dimension, orthogonal to the 2D PCA-derived plane.
A surface is then constructed using these quality scores.

To calculate the quality score for gene i, SCCI scores are
first assigned to all genes where the weights are defined by
the reference set comprised of the nearest neighbor genes
(1 percent of genes in genome) to gene i. The genome is then
sorted by this SCCI value, and the degree to which gene i’s
reference set rises to the top of the sorted list is assessed ((1)
through (3)). A self-consistent reference set is defined as a
small set of genes (1 percent of genome) characterizing a bias
to which its adherence is stronger than all other genes in the
genome. Intuitively, the closer a proposed reference set’s
behavior is to the definition of a reference set (how self-
consistent it is), the higher its quality can be said to be. In (1),
RS is the reference set, jRSj is the size of the reference set, N
is the number of genes within the genome, and IDX is the
index of the proposed reference set gene i in the sorted list of
all genes. An ideal reference set (one that matches, exactly,
the mathematical definition of a self-consistent reference set)
will rise to the top of this list and is represented by (2). This
measure will assign a score (from 0 to 1) to a reference set. To
put this in context, the Carbone et al. algorithm is designed
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to locate reference sets with perfect quality scores. The score
is used in the construction of the RSQ landscape, but it can
also be viewed as a measure of the quality of a proposed
reference set. This measure of quality is known as a fitness
score in evolutionary computation techniques, and is used
in the construction of fitness landscapes for the purpose of
search-space analysis [25], [26], [27]. This approach is, in
turn, based upon the work of biologists in the field of
genetics and evolutionary theory [28]:

fðRSÞ ¼
XjRSj

i¼1

IDXi; ð1Þ

fmaxðjRSjÞ ¼
XN�1

i¼N�jRSj
i; ð2Þ

fnormðRSÞ ¼
fðRSÞ

fmaxðjRSjÞ
: ð3Þ

The surface of the RSQ landscape is constructed by
creating a regularly spaced grid of points within the PCA
determined 2D plot space. A triangle-based linear interpola-
tion method (based on a Delaunay triangulation using the
quickhull algorithm for convex hulls) is used to determine
an associated value at each grid point [29]. This value is an
aggregation of the nearby gene quality scores. The surface is
then rendered orthogonal to the 2D plot of RSCU data
projected onto the first two principal components.

Fig. 2 depicts a landscape dominated by two regions of
the codon usage space where high-quality reference sets can
be found. Their corresponding proximity to the locations of
the SCCI reference set (representative of the bias induced by
high AT-content) and the ribosomal protein coding genes
(RPCGs) is a strong indication that one ridge corresponds to
high-quality AT-bias solutions and the other to high-quality
translational efficiency bias solutions.

2.4 Determination of Whether SCCI is Confounded

Multiple selective and mutational forces act simultaneously
to influence codon usage [9], [10]. Figs. 1 and 2 visually
depict this phenomenon. In these situations, translational
efficiency bias may or may not be the dominating trend. In
the presence of multiple, coexisting biases, it is useful to be
able to determine whether the bias discovered by the
Carbone et al. algorithm is that of translational efficiency, or
of some other, confounding bias.

2.4.1 Ribosomal Criterion

Carbone et al. have developed a number of useful measures
for determining the nature of the dominating bias identified
by their algorithm [10]. One measure of how well a trend
identified by SCCI captures the translational efficiency bias
for a particular organism is known as the ribosomal criterion.
This criterion is based on the degree to which the RPCGs
(which may be assumed to be highly expressed) are found
in the upper region of a sorted list of genes (by SCCI value).
As employed by Carbone et al., it can be concluded that
their algorithm has identified the translational efficiency
bias for an organism when the average SCCI value for the
organism’s RPCGs is greater than one standard deviation
above the mean SCCI value for the organism’s genome. The
average of the CAI/SCCI scores for RPCGs in standard
normal form is used to define the ribosomal criterion. A
genome characterized by translational efficiency bias will
have a high ribosomal criterion.

2.4.2 HEDB Criterion

A design requirement of the mSCCI algorithm presented
here is that it be able to isolate translational efficiency bias
using sequence information only. Traditional methods of
identifying translational efficiency bias required both se-
quence information and prior knowledge of a set of highly
expressed genes. RPCGs, which are known to be highly
expressed, can be used for this purpose. Our approach will
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Fig. 1. PCA plots for Nostoc sp. PCC 7120 genes. (a) SCCI reference set representative of the dominant bias. Each point represents one of the
organism’s 5,366 genes projected into the vector space identified by the first two principal components (PCA derived). The dark genes comprise the
reference set. (b) RPCGs. These are genes known, generally, to be highly expressed. RPCGs are distant from the region identified by the reference
set (shown in panel a). This indicates that the dominant bias (strong and consistent use of specific codons) identified by the SCCI algorithm is
not representative of translational efficiency bias. (c) Genes shaded by GC-content. Dark genes have lower GC-content (high AT-content). The high
AT-content genes are in the same region identified by the algorithm. This indicates that the Carbone et al. algorithm identified AT-content bias. PC1
captures 8.39 percent of the overall variance; PC2 6.22 percent.



also require a set of presumed highly expressed genes in
order to guide the search for a self-consistent reference set
indicative of translational efficiency bias (versus the domi-
nant bias). We identify these genes via sequence similarity
thereby making the algorithm fully automated. We employ a
database of proteins associated with genes known to be
highly expressed (high-expression database or HEDB) to
help identify a set of genes that are likely to be highly
expressed in the target genome. The proteins chosen for the
database are ribosomal proteins, elongation factors, and
RNA polymerase subunits (excluding the sigma subunit).
These were chosen because they are known generally to be
highly expressed, and they tend to exhibit high overall
average CAI/SCCI scores in well-characterized genomes
(extensively studied genomes whose dominant bias is
known to be translational efficiency, data not shown).

For each gene in the target genome, an unfiltered blast
search is performed [30] using the corresponding protein as
a query against the HEDB. The query protein is considered
to be a homolog of a protein in the database if they exhibit
60 percent identity. The 60 percent threshold was chosen
empirically to balance false positives with false negatives.
The database currently contains proteins from 66 organ-
isms, none of which are used as target genomes in this
study. In this way, independence between those genomes
being analyzed and the HEDB is maintained. The organ-
isms used to build the HEDB are drawn from 25 different
bacterial taxonomical subclasses, or groups, in order to
achieve a class-wide representative sampling.

Any genes considered homologous to a database-identi-
fied highly expressed gene are placed in a list of HEDB genes
for the target genome. Similar to Carbone et al.’s ribosomal
criterion, a standard normal average is calculated using

CAI/SCCI scores for these genes and is referred to as the
HEDB criterion. Due to the strong correlation that exists
between HEDB and ribosomal criterion (Fig. 3), the same
threshold is employed (�z > 1, or the average CAI/SCCI score
for HEDB genes being one standard deviation above the
genome’s average).

2.4.3 Content Criterion

Carbone et al. developed the content criterion [10] to
determine whether the organism’s bias is influenced by
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Fig. 2. Nostoc sp. PCC 7120 RSQ landscape. Surface represents quality scores of reference sets in close proximity to the genes in PCA-derived

2D space (Z1 and Z2) depicted along an orthogonal axis (vertical axis). Elevated regions of the RSQ landscape can be thought of as regions from

which high-quality reference sets can be drawn.

Fig. 3. Relationship between HEDB criteria and ribosomal criteria. The

criteria are so closely related that the same threshold is used to

determine whether organism is characterized by translational efficiency

bias: HEDB criterion > 1.0.



GC-content [10]. Detection is accomplished by measuring
the correlation between the GC3-content (percent of
nucleotides in the third codon position that are G or C) of
each gene with its CAI/SCCI value. Correlations > 0.7
(< �0.7 for AT-content) are an indication of a genome
characterized by GC(AT)-bias.

2.5 Removal of Confounding Effects

While the visualization techniques (PCA and RSQ land-
scape) can identify situations where confounding factors
cause the Carbone et al. algorithm to recognize some bias
other than translational efficiency bias, they do not directly
address the problem of isolating this bias when such
confounding factors exist. We present here a set of
techniques for algorithmically isolating translational effi-
ciency bias even in the presence of other confounding biases.

2.5.1 Using A Priori Knowledge of Highly Expressed

Genes

In the absence of actual expression data, an accepted
method for isolating translational efficiency bias is through
the use of a set of known highly expressed genes as a
reference set and employing the Sharp and Li method for
determining CAI scores. Since we have now identified the
genes within the target genome that have homologs in
the HEDB, these genes can be utilized for this purpose. The
problem is that these genes are not necessarily the most
highly expressed in the genome; they are simply among the
more highly expressed genes. For this reason, the bias
captured by their sequence data may not be the best
representation for translational efficiency bias. Thus, we use
our mSCCI algorithm to search for a reference set that is
more representative of the most highly expressed genes.
The technique described here (of using HEDB genes as a
reference set) will be used as a benchmark for comparing
the performance of the various bias isolation methods.

2.5.2 Local Search

In organisms exhibiting distinct biases (such as Nostoc sp.
PCC 7120, Fig. 2), a local search could be employed to
identify the translational efficiency bias. Carbone et al.
employed such a methodology (a random search seeded
with genes in a localized area of interest) [20], though not
specifically for the purposes of isolating translational
efficiency bias. Local search methods work well when
distinct bias ridges are present. Unfortunately, the factors
influencing codon usage trends do not always operate
primarily on disjoint gene sets. When codon usage biases
act in tandem on similar sets of genes, the ridges in the RSQ
landscape can intersect, overlap, or merge. Because both
biases occur in close proximity (in the codon usage space),
the gene ranking (by SCCI) is close to that generated by
translational efficiency bias alone, and if confounded, will
often have ribosomal criterion close to (but not above) the
threshold of 1. This is an especially challenging confound-
ing condition. Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) is an organism
that exhibits a merged bias. It can be seen that the RPCGs
are on the ascending slope of the ridge associated with the
dominant bias (Fig. 4c). As expected, Streptomyces coelicolor
A3(2) has a ribosomal criterion well above zero ð�z ¼ 0:463Þ.
This implies that the dominant bias (GC) will cause a

ranking of genes (by SCCI score) similar to that produced
by a true translational efficiency bias, but dissimilar enough
to be considered confounded.

2.5.3 Modified SCCI Algorithm

By making a minor modification to the SCCI algorithm, we
can be assured that the bias identified is more likely to be
that of translational efficiency. The modification of the SCCI
algorithm is a direct result of the exploratory data analysis
enabled by the bias visualization techniques described
previously.

The SCCI algorithm is designed to find the dominant
bias. If the dominant bias is GC-content, then the algorithm
can be modified to give lower SCCI scores to genes whose
GC3-content deviates from balanced usage. This directs the
reference set search away from high GC(AT)-content
regions. To avoid confusion, these scores will be described
as mSCCI scores. The modification allows the discovery of
the presence of translational efficiency secondary bias (and
does not inhibit the search when translational efficiency is
the primary bias). Recall that the CAI/SCCI score for a gene
is calculated as the geometric mean of the weights associated
with each codon used in that gene. The mSCCI algorithm
multiplies each codon-associated weight by a factor, � (5),
that is inversely proportional to the gene’s deviation from
balanced GC3-use. The result is a reduction in the mSCCI
score for genes that do not exhibit balanced GC3-content.

The degree to which high/low GC-content genes should
be penalized depends upon the interplay of competing
biases in codon usage for an organism. The scaling constant�
(4) is introduced to regulate the amount of penalty imposed
by the � factor, and thus on the mSCCI scores of high
GC(AT)-content genes. The scaling constant is organism
specific. In biological terms, � can be thought of as
representing the degree to which the biases (translational
efficiency bias and the confounding bias) work in concert
ð� ¼ 0Þ, or are at odds with one another ð� ¼ 2Þ. Biases in
close proximity work in tandem on a gene’s codon usage. The
ranking of genes when sorted according to their adherence to
the two biases will be similar. These organisms will require
smaller values for �. Biases that are far apart in the codon
usage space are in opposition to each other. The gene
orderings (when sorted by mSCCI and SCCI) will be opposite
(or nearly so) for the two biases. These organisms will have
large values for �:

� ¼ 1� � GC3ðgÞ � 0:5j j; ð4Þ

w0i ¼ � � wi: ð5Þ

The weight modification factor ð�Þ has a range from 1
downward to a lower limit set by the scaling constant �.
The scaling constant can range from 0 (no adjustment or
unmodified) to 2. In the case of � ¼ 2 � goes to zero when a
gene with 100 percent GCðATÞ3-bias is encountered. In
these situations, the weights are set to 0.01, which is the
same value used in the SCCI algorithm when a particular
codon exhibits no codon usage in a reference set. A different
� value is generated for each gene while � remains constant
for the entire genome.
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The organism’s � is determined iteratively by running
the mSCCI algorithm with various �’s and employing a
golden section search algorithm [31] to determine the �
associated with the greatest achievable HEDB criterion
(Fig. 5). By maximizing the HEDB criterion, the reference set
search is directed away from high GC(AT)-content regions
and toward the region of the highest translational efficiency
bias. The �’s that generate reference sets with quality scores
(3) of less than 0.900 are discarded regardless of achieved
HEDB criterion.

The modified weights are used only during the phase of
the algorithm that searches for the reference set. Using the
adjusted weights to calculate the final mSCCI scores for the
genome may introduce unnecessary bias in the gene
ranking. After locating the reference set using modified
weights, the final gene ranking is produced using un-
adjusted mSCCI scores in the traditional manner. In the case
of Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2), the HEDB criterion goes
from 0.466 (SCCI algorithm) to 1.179 (mSCCI algorithm).
The method of using HEDB genes as a reference set
achieves a HEDB criterion of 1.089, while the traditional
Sharp and Li technique (reference set of actual most highly
expressed genes) is 0.713.

The mSCCI algorithm also works for organisms char-
acterized by separate GC(AT) and translational efficiency
bias ridges. When the mSCCI method is utilized for Nostoc
sp. PCC 7120, an HEDB criterion of 1.418 is attained. The
HEDB criterion is �0.692 using the SCCI algorithm.
Additionally, the content criterion (correlation of SCCI with
GC-content) is �0.915, indicating that the bias identified by
the algorithm is that of high AT-content. The content
criterion drops in magnitude to 0.095 using the mSCCI
algorithm indicating that the identified bias is no longer
representative of AT-content.

The implementation used to calculate all versions of the
SCCI algorithm is our own. We chose not to utilize available
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Fig. 4. (a) Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) is an example of a genome where GC-content constitutes the dominant bias. The translational efficiency
bias ridge is merged or subsumed into and by the GC-content ridge. To help understand the surface of the RSQ landscape, a 2D slice that is
horizontal with Z1 (slice made at �3 on Z2) is provided in (b). Evidence of this can be seen in (c) and (d) where RPCGs (white points) are shown to
be on the ascending slope of the dominant ridge, below the identified reference set. The reference set is as defined by the SCCI algorithm (GC-bias).
Local search methodologies have difficulty isolating such a bias due to localized interference from the GC-bias. (a) Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2)
RSQ landscape. (b) Two-dimensional slice of RSQ landscape. (c) Location of RPCGs. (d) Location of reference set genes.

Fig. 5. Chlorobium tepidum TLS HEDB criteria at various alpha values.
Additional data points are shown near the apex. This is the result of the
golden section search.



tools (such as CAIJava [32]) due to the need for control over
weight values on a gene-by-gene basis.

2.6 Microarray Expression Data

Perhaps the best way to evaluate CAI/SCCI/mSCCI
calculation methods is by comparing their generated CAI/
SCCI/mSCCI values to experimentally derived expression
quantities. Protein expression data is not widely available;
however, the extensive use of oligonucleotide microarrays
has made mRNA abundance data readily accessible. With
the exception of Nostoc, all expression data were retrieved
from the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) Gene Expression Omnibus [33] (accession numbers
GSE4896, GDS1469, GSE2983, GSE3876, GSE2667, GSE4617,
GSE7070, GDS1099, and GSE2823). For Nostoc, expression
data were retrieved from Wünschiers’ Hydrogen Database
(HyDaBa) which focuses on gene-expression data from the
filamentous nitrogen fixing cyanobacterium Nostoc PCC

7120 [34]. In dual channel experiments, the results from the
reference channel are utilized (no treatment or pre). For
Escherichia coli K12, those trials using glucose as the carbon
supply were used. When raw data were provided, back-
ground was subtracted from signal and user determined
flags and thresholds were accepted. For preprocessed data,
genes listed as absent are removed from consideration.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Modified SCCI Results

The Sharp and Li (using HEDB genes as a reference set),
Carbone et al., and mSCCI techniques were applied to
many of the same organisms studied in [10]. The organisms
are grouped into three categories: 13 organisms confounded
by GC-content (Table 1), 13 organisms confounded by
AT-content (Table 2), and another 45 organisms believed to

have no confounding biases (Table 3). All sequence data
were obtained from the NCBI [35]. The mSCCI algorithm is
able to isolate translational efficiency bias in 6 of the 13 GC-
confounded organisms. Translational efficiency bias in one
of the AT-confounded organisms can be isolated yielding a
total of seven organisms that the mSCCI algorithm can
disambiguate. All seven have exponential growth phases
and are relatively easy to cultivate which are indicators of
the probable existence of translational efficiency bias.

3.2 HEDB Genes as Reference Set

When the performance of mSCCI is compared to that of the
Sharp and Li method (using HEDB genes as the reference
set), very similar results are obtained (at least in terms of
attained HEDB criteria) (Fig. 6). This being the case, it
would hardly be worth the added computational complex-
ity of calculating mSCCI (multiple iterations to identify the
correct �) unless it outperformed the Sharp and Li version
in some way. To determine whether this is the case,
predicted expression orderings are compared to expression
data from microarray experiments.

3.3 Comparison to Microarray Expression Data

We are particularly interested in organisms whose dominant
bias is GC(AT)-content that we were able to demonstrate
also are characterized by translational efficiency bias. It is
believed that these organisms will provide the most
opportunity for improvement in expression prediction using
mSCCI. We were able to locate data for four such organisms,
plus one additional organism (Halobacterium sp. NRC-1) that
showed some translational efficiency bias, though not the
requisite HEDB criterion of one standard deviation above
the average SCCI for the organism (Table 4). Halobacterium
has an HEDB Criterion of 0.430 (when using mSCCI,
Table 1). Data for an equal number of organisms whose
dominant bias is translational efficiency are included
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TABLE 1
Criteria for Sharp and Li, Carbone et al., and mSCCI Runs on GC-Confounded Organisms



(Table 5) in order to show mSCCI’s performance on
nonconfounded organisms.

In the confounded-organism analysis, all instances of
mSCCI exhibit Spearman rank correlation coefficients ðrSÞ
between mSCCI values and expression levels that are more
positive than that achieved by the Sharp and Li method.
Using a signs test, this is enough to infer that mSCCI
generates solutions that are more correlated with micro-
array data ðp ¼ 0:031Þ. Of the five confounded organisms,
three (Nostoc, Halobacterium, and P. aeruginosa) exhibit
mSCCI rS values that are significantly more positive ðp <
0:05Þ than those attained using the Sharp and Li method
(using HEDB genes as a reference set). Significance was
determined using a two-tailed Fisher z-transform [36] using
1.06 in the numerator of the variance calculation due to rS
being nonparametric [37]. One of the organisms (Nostoc)
even exhibits a Spearman rank correlation that is signifi-
cantly more positive than the traditional Sharp and Li
method (where the reference set is the set of genes whose
actual expressivity is the greatest for the organism). The
Carbone et al. method identifies the dominant bias, and the
dominant bias for these organisms is known to be that of
GC(AT)-content, ensuring that all the Carbone et al.
correlations will be weak or negative.

None of the five organisms whose dominant bias is
translational efficiency (Table 5) have statistically different
rS values between any of the four tested methods for
determining CAI/SCCI scores.

3.4 Reference Set Quality

The quality score (3) can give insights into just how well a
reference set captures the underlying codon usage bias. Fig. 7
shows that the quality scores attained when using mSCCI on
confounded organisms tend to be higher than that of the
HEDB reference sets when using the traditional approach.

3.5 Distance between Biases and �

In Section 2, � (4) was described as a measure of the degree
to which the two biases work in concert, or in opposition, to
one another. A simple method for verifying this concept is
to examine the relationship between � and the euclidean
distance between the reference sets representing the two
biases. The distance between reference sets is calculated
between the center points of the two reference-set clouds, in
the 59-dimension codon usage space (RSCU). One would
expect biases in close proximity to work in concert and to
exhibit low �’s. Alternatively, those biases that are far apart
should result in opposing gene orderings (when the genes
are ranked according to adherence to each bias) and larger
� values. Fig. 8 illustrates that there is a positive correlation
between � and bias distance ðr2 ¼ 0:48; p < 0:05Þ, support-
ing the given biological interpretation of �. The biases being
examined are those identified by the SCCI algorithm (the
dominant bias) versus the bias found by mSCCI (transla-
tional efficiency bias).

3.6 RSQ Landscape after Adjusting for GC-Content
Bias

Fig. 9 depicts a side-by-side comparison of the RSQ
landscape for Nostoc sp. PCC 7120 when both the SCCI
algorithm and the mSCCI algorithm are utilized in their
generation. Note that the region that previously dominated
the landscape has a comparatively reduced elevation. This
allows the discovery of the now dominant translational
efficiency ridge by the mSCCI algorithm.

4 DISCUSSION

The presence of competing biases (such as GC-content) can
make the discovery of translational efficiency bias proble-
matic for automated algorithms (those using sequence
information only). Previous work has indicated that multi-
ple biases can coexist in a genome [9], [10]. With the use of
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TABLE 2
Criteria for Sharp and Li, Carbone et al., and mSCCI Runs on AT-Confounded Organisms



our RSQ landscape and mSCCI techniques, we have shown

how to observe and, in many cases, remove the effects of

GC(AT)-content bias from the translational efficiency bias

discovery process, using sequence information alone. While

our results demonstrate a disambiguation technique for

genomes confounded by GC(AT)-content usage trends,

these methods should be equally applicable to any other

well-characterized confounding bias. It would simply be a

matter of determining an appropriate method for establish-

ing � (4) that sets the amount of penalty to impose on genes

that adhere more strongly to this confounding bias. As

GC(AT)-content appears to be the most common example of

a confounding bias (40 organisms studied in [10] had a

dominant bias that was something other than translational
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TABLE 3
Criteria for Sharp and Li, Carbone et al., and mSCCI Runs on Unconfounded Organisms



efficiency, 35 of these were dominant for GC(AT)-content), it
made sense to begin with the removal of this GC(AT)-
content as a confounding factor.

The mSCCI algorithm is able to correct for a dominating

GC- or AT-bias in several (7 of 26) tested organisms (Tables 1

and 2). The organisms for which this is true exhibit a

dominant GC- or AT-content bias and an HEDB criterion

less than one as determined by the SCCI algorithm. For these
organisms, the mSCCI algorithm identifies a reference set
and subsequent gene ranking (by mSCCI) that is more
highly correlated with experimentally determined expres-
sion data than the traditional Sharp and Li technique
(Table 4) (though it should be noted that the Sharp and Li
approach was never intended to be utilized on genomes that
do not exhibit clear translational bias). When an organism’s
dominant bias is that associated with translational efficiency
(and without the confounding effects of GC-content), the
mSCCI algorithm achieves results that are comparable with
[not significantly different from ðp > 0:05Þ] that of the Sharp
and Li technique (Table 5), making the mSCCI algorithm a
reasonable choice in all situations. The confounded organ-
isms that the traditional Sharp and Li approach are able to
isolate tend to be the same that the mSCCI algorithm can
isolate (five organisms isolated by both; seven total organ-
isms isolated by mSCCI; six total organisms isolated by
Sharp and Li technique).

The results for two of the organisms warrant closer
examination: P. aeruginosa and Nostoc. For these two
genomes, the traditional Sharp and Li approach to isolating
translational efficiency bias yields HEDB criteria of less than
one (0.523 and 0.713, respectively), while mSCCI yields
HEDB criteria of greater than one (1.337 and 1.418,
respectively) (Tables 1 and 2). Both of these organisms
have been shown to grow competitively (P. aeruginosa [9]
and Nostoc [38]), leading to the expectation that they will
exhibit translational efficiency bias. Care should be taken in
drawing conclusions in cases where mSCCI uncovers
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TABLE 4
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients between Microarray Expression Data

and CAIS&L=CAIHEDB=SCCI=mSCCI Values as Determined by Various Methods: Confounded Organisms

Fig. 6. Association between HEDB criteria when using mSCCI and

HEDB genes as reference set. Note that most of the genomes that can

be isolated using mSCCI are also the genomes that can be isolated

when using HEDB genes as a reference set.

TABLE 5
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients between Microarray Expression Data

and CAIS&L=CAIHEDB=SCCI=mSCCI Values as Determined by Various Methods: Nonconfounded Organisms



translational efficiency bias when traditional methods do
not (HEDB criterion > 1 using mSCCI; � 1 using
traditional approach). One should verify that the organism
in question would be expected to exhibit translational
efficiency bias (i.e., is a fast grower and easily cultivatable)
or compare the adherence scores to experimentally deter-
mined expression data.

The mSCCI algorithm works by repeatedly searching for
reference sets using various values of � until a reference set
with the best HEDB criterion is achieved. A useful exercise
is to consider why this approach can outperform (on
confounded organisms) the more direct Sharp and Li
method of simply utilizing these putative highly expressed
genes as a reference set (under the assumption that they
represent the genes that are composed of, predominantly,
the most translationally efficient codons). One explanation
could center on just how well the reference set captures the
underlying translational efficiency bias. When CAI values
are calculated in the traditional way (Sharp and Li using the
most highly expressed genes as a reference set), genes are
found with CAI values greater than the lowest reference set
CAI score that are not part of the reference set. As an
example, when the most highly expressed genes for E. coli

are used as a reference set, there are 1,073 nonreference set
genes with better CAI scores than the lowest reference set
CAI score. It may be that, particularly in these confounded
organisms, the mSCCI algorithm allows for the discovery of
a “better” reference set—a reference set that is more self-
consistent and that better represents the expected high
placement of the HEDB genes in the overall SCCI gene
ranking. This could be allowing the discovery of weight
values that more accurately reflect the adaptiveness of the
codons. The quality score (3) of a reference set (degree to
which the reference set rises to the top of a sorted list of
genes) is a direct measurement of its self-consistency
characteristic, and Fig. 7 shows that the reference sets
identified by mSCCI have generally higher quality scores
than the Sharp and Li approach when HEDB genes are used
as the reference set (in organisms with GC(AT)-content as
the dominant bias).

A good topic for further study is how to improve the
quality score of the translational efficiency reference set
even further. The mSCCI algorithm brings the search into
the general neighborhood of translational efficiency bias,
but until a quality score of 1 is achieved, the perfectly self-
consistent reference set has not been discovered. This can
have a significant impact on the results. Our investigations
have shown improvements of as little as 0.07 in RSQ yield
improvements in ribosomal criteria of more than a full
standard deviation (data not shown). Additionally, the
HEDB should be expanded to include proteins from all
sequenced prokaryotic organisms.

Others have investigated the effects of GC-content on
expected bias scores [8], [39], [40], though these analyses
did not explore whether measuring deviation from such
expected values could enhance prediction of translational
efficiency bias. The study by dos Reis et al. [39] used a
correlation between their transfer RNA adaptation index
and deviation from expected effective number of codons to
make a determination of whether the underlying bias was
that of translational efficiency bias. And Puigbò et al. used a
ratio of observed CAI to their expected CAI (eCAI) to
determine similarity with a predetermined reference set,
but did not specifically examine whether such a ratio would
improve expression level prediction.

Our novel approach to visualizing the RSQ landscape is
useful in gaining insights into the bias composition of an
organism’s genome. While it is computationally intensive to
generate the topography, it can be constructive when
interpreting results. The RSQ landscape results shown here
tend to demonstrate the effectiveness of the mSCCI
algorithm. When a landscape is generated using the mSCCI
algorithm, the ridges associated with the GC(AT)-content
bias are diminished to a state where they no longer
dominate the RSQ landscape (Fig. 9). The mSCCI algorithm
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Fig. 7. Distribution of quality scores for the confounded organism

reference sets when the traditional (Sharp and Li) approach is utilized

(with HEDB genes as the reference set) and when the mSCCI technique

is employed.
Fig. 8. Relationship between � (degree to which two biases work in
concert) and distance between biases ðr2 ¼ 0:48; p < 0:05Þ. Organisms
that have confounding biases that are near the translational efficiency
bias exhibit low �’s while those that are far apart have large �’s.
Euclidean distance between center points of reference sets is used to
represent distance between biases. The biases being examined are
those identified by the SCCI algorithm (the dominant bias) versus the
bias found by mSCCI (translational efficiency bias).



isolates translationalefficiency without requiring a priori

knowledge of the set of the most highly expressed genes.

Translational efficiency bias is not necessarily present in all

organisms; however, in those genomes where it is present,

mSCCI can be used to automatically isolate translational

efficiency bias regardless of which bias is dominant

(GC(AT)-content or translational efficiency). The results

shown here indicate that it is particularly appropriate to use

mSCCI when GC(AT)-content is a confounding influence on

the search for translational efficiency bias (Table 4).
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